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Two rational players, Ann and Bob, with common belief of 
rationality playing a game of perfect information. The course of 
the game depends on how Bob would react to being surprised by 
Ann’s hypothetical irrational move. There are various options:

   1. Bob revises his belief about Ann’s rationality for the 
remainder of the game.

   2. Bob maintains his belief in Ann’s rationality for the 
remainder of the game.

Stalnaker describes what happens when (1) is allowed. 
We claim that (2) also makes perfect sense and study this case. 

To believe, or not to believe
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Not really:
1. Random error
2. Friendly fire
3. Learning mistakes
4. Age-related mistakes
5. Communication errors
6. Implementation errors
7. etc.,
are all examples of non-disqualifying mistakes. 

Does one mistake disqualify?
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In the Battle of Barnet, April 14, 1471, 
Edward IV led the House of York in a 
fight against the House of Lancaster, 
which backed Henry VI for the throne. 
The Battle ended in Edward's victory 
and became a decisive turn of fortune in 
the Wars of the Roses.   

Oxford quickly overwhelmed Hastings 
and then retraced his steps through the 
fog back to the fight. His group arrived, 
unexpectedly, at Montagu's rear. 
Obscured by fog, Montagu's men 
assumed their allies were Edward's 
reserves and unleashed a volley of 
arrows. Oxford and his men immediately 
cried treachery, struck back and began 
withdrawing from the battle. 

Losing trust can be lethal
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Capitain Ramius (Sean Connery): Not quite. Right now, Captain 
Tupolev is removing the safety features on all his weapons. 
He won't make the same mistake twice.

Officer: Combat tactics, Mr. 
Ryan. By turning into the 
torpedo, the captain closed 
the distance before it could 
arm itself.

Jack Ryan (Alec Baldwin): 
So that's it?

The Hunt for Red October
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Russian proverb: 
За одного битого двух 
небитых дают.
Literal: 
A beaten one is worth two 
unbeaten ones.

Experience is worth it

“...his father saw him and 
was filled with compassion 
for him; he ran to his son, 
threw his arms around him 
and kissed him.”

– Luke 15:17-20, NIV Rembrandt, Return of the Prodigal Son, 1662, 
(Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg)
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Perhaps, a complete disqualification after a single mistake is the 
exception rather than the rule. 

We need an analysis of games that models a certain degree of 
error-tolerance.  

Does one mistake disqualify?
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Belief revision in games
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Stalnaker reasoning

We assume that (dda) is commonly known and check that 
players are rational at each node. 
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In this proof, the heart of the matter is how Bob would react to being 
surprised by Ann's irrational move across at v1. Stalnaker describes what 
happens when Bob revises his beliefs about Ann's rationality for the 
remainder of the game, which makes good sense. This case was cast in a 
formal logical framework by Halpern in 2001. 

What is good about Stalnaker’s approach? 

It made belief revision an issue in Game Theory. 

Stalnaker reasoning
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Stalnaker reasoning: reservations
1. An artificial example. The aforementioned Ann-Bob game is a PI game, 
with the unmotivated epistemic constraint that dda is commonly known.

2. A made-up juxtaposition with Aumann’s Theorem on Rationality.  
Epistemology usually attributes to knowledge a certain indefeasibility 
(infallibility, reliability, truth-tracking, necessity, etc.). What is known, is true 
in a robust way and is not subject to revision. Aumann’s assumption CKR

common knowledge of players' rationality, 
does not suggest the possibility of revising the rationality condition.  
The Stalnaker setup is a fit for a different well-known assumption RCBR

players' rationality and common belief of player' rationality. 

3. Does not accommodate other revision policies, e.g., robust belief of 
rationality, error-tolerance, virtue of experience, etc. 
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Extensive Games

There is no specification of epistemic state of players yet! 
This leaves a room for more studies, paradoxes, speculations, etc., and we 
are entering this room now...
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Aumann Models

Given AM, each epistemic logical formula F built from “Ann knows,” “Bob 
knows,” and specific move propositions “player i chooses move j at node v,” 
receives a definitive truth value in any given state ω

ω ⊨ F    or    ω ⊭ F .

We assume that players know their strategies (“measurability” property),
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Aumann Models: Example

Model AM1: 
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Aumann Models: Example
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Aumann Models: Example

In state ω1, it is common 
knowledge that Ann plays down 
at v1, across at v3, and that Bob 
plays down at v2. 

In state ω2, Ann knows that 
Bob plays down, Bob knows 
that Ann plays down at v1 but 
considers either move by Ann 
at v3 possible. 
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Aumann Models: Pros and Cons
Aumann models are the game-theoretical equivalent of canonical models 
= collections of maximal S5-consistent sets. Like canonical models, Aumann 
models are capable of representing any epistemic condition concerning the 
moves propositions.

An Aumann model does not specify the game. 
Consider model AM2 with 
s(ω1) = dd,  s(ω2) = da, s(ω3) = aa,
KAnn = {{ω1, ω2}, {ω3}},
KBob = {{ω1}, {ω2}, {ω3}}.

The question of whether Ann knows that Bob will play across depends on the 
state: YES in ω3, NO in ω1, ω2. On the other hand, in a real game with real 
players, this question should have a definitive answer. 

An Aumann model + a state overspecifies the game: it describes not only 
players’ knowledge, but also the players’ choices which are not necessarily 
determined by the game rules. 
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Aumann models allow for problematic games. Consider AM3 which is 
defined as AM1 but with KAnn = KBob = {{ω1}}. This game may be regarded 
as the result of a public announcement that dda is played. 

This “game” looks problematic since each player’s strategy is common 
knowledge. There is no “game” here. 

Perhaps it is worth studying ‘regular games’ in which epistemic conditions 
are limited to player’s rationality rather than specific moves. 

Aumann Models: Pros and Cons
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Aumann’s account of rationality

This is a remarkably epistemic approach, “knowingly” being a key 
word. This account is rather about “rationality as reputation” 
though further formalizations deviate considerably from this spirit. 

Informal Account  = Rationality as Reputation
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Definitions of Aumann rationality

A completely formal definition: 

An informal definition first: 
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Definitions of Aumann rationality

Rather, it defines ‘irrationality.’ Player i is irrational (at a node v in 
state ω) if i can do strictly better by using some other strategy against all 
the strategy profiles of the other players that he considers possible at ω. 

There is a hidden independency assumption: for any strategy si and any 
possible state ωʹ, strategy profile (s-i(ωʹ),si) is deemed possible by i at v. 
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Definitions of Aumann rationality
Note that these characterizations of rationality (Informal Account, 
Definition 1, and Definition 2) lead to a different analysis.

Informal Account = Rationality as Reputation is close to the condition 
“holds in each state” typical in public announcements, the universal 
modality, the McCarthy “any fool knows” modality, justified common 
knowledge, etc., which is quite different from statewise rationality, even 
with the common knowledge assumptions. 

Definition 1 is statewise, hence different from Rationality as Reputation. 

Definition 2 is also statewise, but works only under special epistemic 
assumptions, e.g., the Independence Condition (see the next two slides), 
and fails in some other natural PI games. 
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Game 2 has this game tree and the following 
commonly known epistemic conditions: 
1. if Ann plays across, then Bob plays across;
2. if Ann plays down, then Bob plays down.

Aumann Models: Pros and Cons
Aumann models do not represent some reasonable PI games.

This extensive game does not seem to be fairly represented by any Aumann 
model. Indeed, there are two possible profiles: dd, aa,  (states ω1 and ω3).

KAnn = {{ω1}, {ω3}}. 
Let us try to answer the question of whether it is rational for Ann to play 
down. The intuitive answer, as well as the answer suggested by Definition 1 is 
NO. Indeed, Ann knows that playing across will net her 3, down only 2.   

Definition 2 applied to KAnn, however, gives a different account: Ann is 
rational in both states. In ω1, Ann’s choice is down. The alternative choice is 
across, which could bring Ann only 1 since Bob chooses down. 
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Game 2 has this game tree and the following 
commonly known epistemic conditions: 
1. if Ann plays across, then Bob plays across;
2. if Ann plays down, then Bob plays down.

Aumann Models: Pros and Cons
Aumann models do not represent some reasonable games.

An Aummann model proponent could say that Bob’s strategy is defined under 
the assumption that Bob’s node is reached. Since, by (1), Bob plays across if 
v2 is reached, Ann’s condition (2) becomes impossible: even if Ann plays 
down, she knows that Bob’s choice at v2 is across. The resulting Aumann 
model for Game 2 could then be AM3: 

KAnn =  {{ω2}, {ω3}};    KBob = {{ω2, ω3}}
which does not reflect Game 2, although having the same rational solution aa 
as Game 2.  

In Aumann models, a player chooses his/her strategy at the beginning of the 
game and hence this choice does not depend on actual moves by other 
players (Independence Condition). This is a limitation of the model. 
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Game 2 has this game tree and the following 
commonly known epistemic conditions: 
1. if Ann plays across, then Bob plays across;
2. if Ann plays down, then Bob plays down.

Aumann Models: Pros and Cons

It might appear that the Independence Condition does not influence the game 
analysis: if a vertex is not reached, then choices at said vertex do not alter the 
game path/outcome. This argument does not work if the rationality analysis is 
involved. Definition 2 considers arbitrary combinations of any i-th player’s 
strategy si  with any other players’ strategies s-i(ωʹ) deemed possible by i and 
this requires the Independence Condition. 

For example, in Game 2, the Independence Condition does not hold and 
Definition 2 applied to a simplistic Aumann model for Game 2 leads to a 
counter-intuitive conclusion that playing down is rational for Ann. 

Definition 1 is applied even when the Independence Condition does not hold. 

Aumann models do not fairly represent some reasonable games.
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Belief revision models
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Belief revision models: example
s(ω1) = dda,  s(ω2) = ada, s(ω3) = add, 
s(ω4) = aaa, s(ω5) = aad,

KAnn = {{ω1},{ω2},{ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}
KBob = {{ω1},{ω2,ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}

There exists a unique selection function here: 

Stalnaker rationality spills over epistemic reachability - state f(ω,v) 
can be unreachable from ω - which is an indication that reachability-
based common knowledge may be insufficient here. 
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Belief revision models: example
s(ω1) = dda,  s(ω2) = ada, s(ω3) = add, 
s(ω4) = aaa, s(ω5) = aad,

KAnn = {{ω1},{ω2},{ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}
KBob = {{ω1},{ω2,ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}

There exists here a unique selection function: 

Bob is Stalnaker-rational at v2 in state ω1  if Bob is (Aumann-)rational 
at f(ω1,v2)= ω2 which is not reachable from ω1. 
Stalnaker rationality spills over common knowledge as reachability. 
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Stalnaker reasoning, formally
s(ω1) = dda,  s(ω2) = ada, s(ω3) = add, 
s(ω4) = aaa, s(ω5) = aad,

KAnn = {{ω1},{ω2},{ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}
KBob = {{ω1},{ω2,ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}
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Stalnaker reasoning, formally
s(ω1) = dda,  s(ω2) = ada, s(ω3) = add, 
s(ω4) = aaa, s(ω5) = aad,

KAnn = {{ω1},{ω2},{ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}
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The formal result: “common knowledge of Stalnaker rationality does 
not yield backward induction” is correct. However, its interpretation 
as “common knowledge of rationality does not yield backward 
induction” is not entirely convincing. Common knowledge of 
Stalnaker rationality holds at the beginning of the game, but is 
forfeited after the first move, i.e., behaves as belief rather than 
knowledge. Informally, the Stalnaker example is a fit for 

‘rationality and common belief of rationality’ 
rather than 

‘common knowledge of rationality.’ 
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Common knowledge is too weak
The initial assumption of common knowledge as reachability is too weak 
in the belief revision models. The selection function that determines the 
way rationality is calculated does not respect reachability and hence this 
‘common knowledge’ can simply disappear in the process of the game. 

What grounds could one find for deriving the backward induction 
solution if its principal source, common knowledge of rationality at 
every induction step, is no longer valid? 

The Stalnaker theorem states the expected: NONE, and provides an 
example. 

We now consider a belief revision model in which common knowledge of 
rationality for the remainder of the game is maintained throughout the 
game. For this we will need a stronger notion of common knowledge. 
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The Initial Format I
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The Initial Format II
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Relevant Situations
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Relevant Situations: example
s(ω1) = dda,  s(ω2) = ada, s(ω3) = add, 
s(ω4) = aaa, s(ω5) = aad,

KAnn = {{ω1},{ω2},{ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}
KBob = {{ω1},{ω2,ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}
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Robust Knowledge of Rationality
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Robust Knowledge of Rationality

s(ω1) = dda,  s(ω2) = ada, s(ω3) = add, 
s(ω4) = aaa, s(ω5) = aad,

KAnn = {{ω1},{ω2},{ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}
KBob = {{ω1},{ω2,ω3},{ω4},{ω5}}
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Robust Knowledge and Centipede

In Centipede, backward induction survives belief revision given 
robust knowledge of rationality in the initial state. 
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Robust Knowledge and BI
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Robust Knowledge and BI
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Discussion
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Discussion
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Vicious Circle of Stalnaker Revisions

Assumption: “Common knowledge of rationality.” 

Robust players: Backward Induction solution daa.
Stalnaker players: No commonly known solution. 
   Case 1 - d is rational. Then Moriarty at v2 forfeits his belief in Holmes’s 
rationality and plays down (by Harsanyi’s maximin principle of rationality) 
which makes Holmes’s choice at v1 not rational.
   Case 2 - a is rational. Then Moriarty maintains his belief in Holmes’s 
rationality and plays across, which renders Holmes’s choice at v1 not rational.

By the spirit, robust rationality models appears more appropriate here.

Holmes vs Moriarty Game. 
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